Ro-vibrational-spin calculatrons are performed on the OzHe van der Waak molecule using a recent empirical potentralenergy surface AU the bound states of the complex are presented, as are the fme-structure spectrum and weak-field Zeeman splittings of the low-lying states The V, an&tropic term is sometimes found to have a signifimt (-10%) effect whitst that of the hgher anisotropic terms is negligible (<l%).
where R is the distance from 02 mid-point to the rare gas atom and 8 the angle R makes with the 02 bond Only terms even in h contribute by symmetry_ Tennyson and Mettes found that whilst the isotropic pc+ tential ( VO) left the fine-structure spectrum of 02 unaltered by complex formation, the effect of the leading anisotropic term was to perturb greatly this spectrum This perturbation was found to be so great that no direct comparison with the pure 02 spectrum could be m&e_ Van In this wark we apply the approach of Tennyson and Mettes [l] to the fine-structure spectrum and weakfield Zeeman splittings of UzNe, pa+ng particular attention to the effect of truncating the potential expansion (1). In doing this we hope to assess the rehability of 02Ar calculations. based as they are, on a truncated potential This result is of practicalinterest ti vrew of the problems of finding the lines in the beam resonance experiments currently in progress [7] For 02He the barrier to internal rotation is only Table 3 gives cSr> values for the low-lying states of 02He. Again the splittings with A= 4 and A=8areverysimiiarandthosewithA=2~~w occasional marked differences: 3640% for the lowest two J = 1 (even) states. Neglecting the h = 4 term made only a small (a%) change to most of the calculated transition frequencies and Zeeman splittings However, some of these results proved to be more sensitive (~10%) to neglect of this term. This suggests firstly that if observations of fine structure of Zeeman spectra are to be based on tiis sort bf ro-_tibrational-spin calculation, then the V4 term needs to be included for complete confidence in the results and, secondIy, that experimental data on the bound states of 02He could also yield mformation about &J'4_ . Finally, we consider the accuracy of these cakula-tions Errors can arise from three sources. from incompleteness of the variational basrs, from approximations in the hamiltonian and irom inaccuracies m the potential. Convergence tests on our basis showed that the basis set used was well saturated so that this is unlikely to be a significant source of error.
The 
